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It is very important that the damaged 
area be both dry and free of dirt, oil, or 
any other contaminants prior to 
application of spot repair.

Once cured, mixing nozzles 
cannot be reused.

Important installation information
IMPORTANT!Keep an eye out for these icons:

Normal install time
10 minutes

Tips to assist installation
Helpful Hints

 

PARTS INCLUDED: TOOLS REQUIRED:

Spot Repair Mixing
Nozzle

Finishing
Spatula

(In foil package with 
spot repair tube)

Lint-Free Cloth Rubbing
Alcohol

INSTRUCTIONS

 

Clean the area thoroughly with a lint-free cloth. Use
rubbing alcohol directly on the damaged area. To prevent 
cover discoloration, be careful to only use cleaner on the 
damaged portion. Allow to dry.

1

Before removing cap, attach the 
plunger to the back of the spot repair 
tube. Ensure that the chamfered tips 
are fully engaged.

2

Slowly apply even pressure to plunger
to fill the mixing nozzle. Discard a pea
sized amount of material.

4

Begin dispensing material onto damaged area. Use a
finishing spatula to spread material and cover the
damaged area evenly. The repair material begins to set
within 15 seconds. NOTE: Additional mixing is NOT
required.

5

Let material cure for 5 minutes. If additional blending is
needed, apply light back and forth pressure with the
finishing spatula to even out surface and define texture.

6
Unscrew cap and insert mixing nozzle.3

There are extra mixing nozzles 
(and finishing spatulas) included 
for additional applications.

If desired, to preserve any left over material for
additional use, immediately remove and discard
mixing nozzle. Recap spot repair tube.

For even better blending 
and UV protection, it is
recommended to also apply
ToughCoat Renew (sold
separately). Wait for full 
cure time before applying.

Storage
temperature

60-100 °F

Cure time
24 hours

Plunger


